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Updates in Pathology provides pathologists, immunologists and pathologists/immunologists-in-training with a current view of basic pathology and immunology and its subdivisions, as well as topics in basic science, research and technology associated with pathology and immunology on all levels. Also discussed are  the most recent advances in mechanisms of disease, new procedures and techniques of diagnostic pathology and immunology, and advancements and changes that have occurred in the last decade.
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Oracle SOA Suite 11g Administrator's HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle SOA Suite 11g is the backbone of messaging and application integration

	in a service oriented architecture. An Application Administrator is responsible for end-to-end administration and management of this infrastructure. The role extends to other areas such as architecting an SOA infrastructure, troubleshooting, monitoring,...
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Student Workbook for Learning Perl, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2012

	This workbook is an additional set of exercises to supplement those already in Learning Perl, Sixth Edition. The chapter and page references apply only to that edition. Additionally, unless I denote otherwise, Learning Perl without qualification means the sixth edition. That book already contains some exercises, and I try to cover the topics...
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Beginning Swift Games Development for iOS: Develop 2D and 3D games Using Apple's SceneKit and SpriteKitApress, 2017

	Learn the fundamental elements of the new Swift 3 programming language as applied to game development for new iOS 10.


	In Part 1 of this book, you'll start with a basic 2D game idea and build the game throughout the book introducing each SpriteKit topic as you add new functionality to the game. By the end of the book, you'll...
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Advanced SQL Functions in Oracle 10gWordware Publishing, 2006
Oracle® 10g has introduced new features into its repertoire of SQL instructions that make database queries more versatile. When programmers use SQL in Oracle, they inevitably look for easier and new ways to handle queries. What is needed is a way to introduce SQL users to the new features of Oracle 10g concisely and systematically so that...
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Administering VMware Site Recovery Manager 5.0 (VMware Press Technology)Prentice Hall, 2012

	The Complete, Hands-On Guide to Installing and Configuring VMware Site Recovery Manager 5.0


	 


	Administering VMware Site Recovery Manager 5.0 is the complete, technical, hands-on guide to VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) 5.0...
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Java Concepts for Java 5 and 6John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Let Cay Horstmann teach you to think like a programmer!
    
    If you really want to master Java, it's not enough to know the code. You must begin to think like a programmer, and in this newest edition of his bestselling guide, Java Concepts, programming guru Cay Horstmann shows you how.
    
    Updated to integrate Java 6,...
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